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X

 

Numerics

 

12-Mbps to 60-Mbps data rates, 197
1-Mbps to 11-Mbps data rates, 197
2.4 GHz frequency band, 191
3.5 GHz frequency band, 192
5 GHz frequency band, 192
60 GHz frequency band, 193
802.1x wireless standards, 289
802.11 wireless standards, 289-290

advancements, 283
802.11a wireless standards, 289
802.11b wireless standards, 289

access points
hardare provider organizations, 294
locating, 123

cellular service integration, 283
802.15.1 wireless standards, 290
802.16 wireless standards, 290
802.16 Working Group on Broadband Wireless Access, 

284
900 MHz frequency band, 190

 

A

 

access, equipment, sites, 128
access control lists (ACLs), 278
access point hardware, provider organizations, 294
access points, 258

802.11b access points, locating, 123
cellular architecture, connectivity, 85
noise vunerability, RF site surveys, 120

ACLs (access control lists), 278
addresses (MAC)

ACLs (access control lists), 205
table size, 204

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), 207
advertising literature, reading, 266
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), 207
amateur radio operators, interference, dealing with, 280
amplitude modulation, 7, 20

attenuation, 23-24
antenna systems, 225

antenna coverings, 173
beamwidth, 41-43
bidirectional antennas, combining, 156
circularly polarized antennas, 148, 199
combining, 155

bidirectional antenna systems, 156
diversity antenna systems, 157-159
power dividers, 156

corner reflector antennas, 152
current, 21
directing, physical site surveys, 99
directional antennas, 259

directivity, 38-39
directors, 138-139
distant obstacles, avoiding, 101
diversity, 199
driven elements, 134

bidirectional-driven element radiation 
patterns, 135

lights, 134-137
multiple-driven element radiation patterns, 136

electromagnetic waves, 20
equipment distance, minimizing, 97-98
feed systems, 170-172

cable types, 171
coaxial cable loss, 170
impedance, 170
power-handling capabilites, 171
size issues, 171
upper frequency limits, 171

isolating, 159-165, 173
cross-polarization isolation, 164
horizontal separation isolation, 162-164
noise reduction, 159-160
obstruction isolation, 164-165
vertical separation isolation, 161-162

Fresnel zone clearances, calculating, 94
gains, 40
grounding, physical site surveys, 102-105
height, physical site surveys, 101
helix antennas, 154-155
horizontally polarized sector antennas, 147
interference, reducing, 133-148, 250, 256, 260
lenses, 138-139
lightning protection, 14, 103
lights, 134-137
manufacturers, 296
mesh architecture, installation, 77
mounting, physical site surveys, 102
mounting hardware, 173
obstacles, avoiding, 101
omnidirectional antennas, 149-150

point-to-point architecture, 60
panel antennas, 153-154
parabolic reflector antennas, 153
parasitic arrays, 134
placement, physical site surveys, 99-101
point-to-multipoint architecture, selection, 69
point-to-point architecture

selection, 60
system expansion, 63

polarization, 140-145
circular polarization, 143-144
cost-effective deployment, 145-146
cross polarization, 144-145
horizontal polarization, 142-143
multipath resistance, 147-148
noise reduction, 146-147
vertical polarization, 140-141
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power, focusing, 133-148, 250, 256, 260
power lines, avoiding, 101
radiation patterns, 39-40
receiving antennas

gains, 51
sensitivity threshold, 52
transmission line loss, 51

reflectors, 137-138
rooftop-mounted antennas, installing, 232-243
safety issues, 13-16
sector antenna systems, 163-166

downtilt, 168
F/B ratios, 168
horizontal beamwidth, 168
low-noise access point locations, 167
polarization, 167
sector orientations, 167
sector radius, 167
selecting, 167-169
vertical beamwidth, 168

selectable polarization, 200
selecting, 133
site management, contacting, 95
smart antennas, 200
spillover, 41
tower-mounted antennas, installing, 228-232
triangulation, 260
vertically polarized omnidirectional antennas, 145
waves

free-space waves, 25
reflected waves, 25-28

Yagi-Uda antennas, 151
AP equipment, choosing, 215-216
application layer

functions, 184
network design, 210
NMS (network management system), 210-211
protocols, 184
security, 211

architecture
cellular architecture, 71-75

advantages, 72-73
disadvantages, 74-75
evaluating, 84-86

choosing, 59-66
end users

availability confirmations, 90
location mapping, 79-80

hub site availability, confirming, 90
mesh architecture, 75-76

advantages, 76-77
disadvantages, 78
evaluating, 86-88
usage, 78

OSI reference model, 180-186
point-to-multipoint architecture, 66-68

advantages, 68
disadvantages, 69-71
evaluating, 82-83

point-to-point architecture, 21-52, 59-66, 100, 104, 
111-117, 125, 135-166, 173, 181-183, 231-235, 
250, 256, 260

advantages, 59-62
appropriate usage, 65-66
disadvantages, 62-65
evaluating, 81

preliminary architecture, drafting, 88-89
selecting, 21-52, 59, 67, 72, 76, 79-90, 100, 104, 

111-117, 125, 135-166, 173, 181-183, 231-235, 
250, 256, 260

site availability, confirming, 90
TCP/IP reference model, 180-186
users, grouping by proximity, 82

ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) interfaces, 188
atmospheric effects, signals, 28-31
attenuation, amplitude, 23-24
attenuation losses, 190
attenuators, 260
authentication, 206
available bandwidth, wireless networks, maximizing, 13-16

 

B

 

backbones
bandwidth, point-to-point architecture, 63
capacity, considerations, 213
dedicated bandwidth, 214
licensed backbones, 214
license-free backbones, 214
shared bandwidth, 214
wired backbones, 214
wireless backbones, 214

backhauls, licensed backhauls, using, 273
band of frequencies, inspecting, 110-112
bandpass filters, 258
bandwidth, 195-198

backbone bandwidth, point-to-point architecture, 63
managing, network layer, 208
mesh architecture, managing, 78
point-to-multipoint architecture, managing, 69
throughput, differentiating between, 268
wireless networks, maximizing available 

bandwidth, 13-16
beaconing, disabling, 278
beamwidth, antennas, 41-43
BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), 184
bidirectional antenna systems, combining, 156
bidirectional-driven element radiation patterns, 

antennas, 135
black holes, avoiding, 285-287
books, suggested reading, 300-301
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), 184
bridged WANs, routed WANs, compared, 212-213
bridging, data link layer, 203-204
broadband

hot spots, 284
wireless networks, 4

broadband optical equipment, 284
building management, contacting, physical site surveys, 95

 

polarization
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C

 

cable, 225
coaxial cable

manufacturers, 296
runs, 172

interfaces, 187
jumpers, 172
pigtails, 172
power-handling capabilities, 171
routing, physical site surveys, 98-99
running, rooftop-mounted antennas, 239
types, 171
upper frequency limits, 171

calculations
dBm power reference level, 36
EIRP (Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power), 228
fade margin calculations, 52-53
Fresnel zone clearances, antennas, 94
wireless link budget calculations, 49-53

cellular architecture, 71-75
access points, connectivity, 85
advantages, 72-73
disadvantages, 74-75
evaluating, 84-86
geographical coverage, 73
limited spectrum, re-using, 74
low interference, verification, 74
network capacity, 73
redundant end user coverage, 73
roaming, 73
testing, 75
usage, 75

certification, FCC equipment certification, 281-282
circularly polarized antennas, 143-144, 148, 199
coaxial arrestors, 241
coaxial cable

loss, feed systems, 170
manufacturers, 296
runs, 172

collaboration, installation, 226
commercial tower companies, cost considerations, 286
Communications Act of 1934, 7
community networks, 284

resources, 302
compasses

headings, measuring, 88
using, 260

configurable power control, transmitters, 201
connections, waterproofing, 235-236
connectivity, access points, cellular architecture, 85
controlled equipment environments, locating, controlled 

equipment environments, 97
converters, Ethernet, 204
corner reflector antennas, 152
cost

hardware
point-to-multipoint architecture, 70
point-to-point architecture, 61

license-free wireless networks, advantages of, 9

point-to-multipoint architecture
facilities, 70
installation, 71

point-to-point architecture
costs, 62
facilities, 61

coverage, testing, 127
coverings, antennas, 173
CPE (customer premises equipment), 66, 225, 274

cost reductions, 283
criteria evaluations, RF site surveys, 124-126
cross polarization, antennas, 144-145

isolation, 164
current (electron flow), 20-21
customer premises equipment (CPE). 

 

See

 

 CPE 
(customer premises equipment)

cycles per second, 20

 

D

 

Data Encryption Standard (DES), 207
data link layer

bridging features, 203-204
functions, 185
MAC sublayer features, 205
protocols, 185
security features, 205-207

data rates
12-Mbps to 60-Mbps, 197
1-Mbps to 11-Mbps data rates, 197
distances, compared, 196
sub-1 Mbps data rates, 197
throughput, compared, 195-196

dBm power reference level, 35-36
dBs (decibels), 272-273
dedicated bandwidth, shared bandwidth, compared, 214
deployment speed, license-free wireless networks, 

advantages of, 10
DES (Data Encryption Standard), 207
desense, 258
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) servers, 

208, 265
dialup telco interfaces, 187
diffraction, signals, 28
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). 

 

See

 

 DSSS
directing antennas, physical site surveys, 38-39, 99
directional antennas, 259
direction-finding techniques, noise, 259-261
directors, antennas, 138-139
dish antennas. 

 

See

 

 parabolic reflector antennas
distance

data rate, compared, 196
hub sites, measuring, 88
links, doubling, 53

distributers, peripheral devices, 298

 

distributers, peripheral devices
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diversity antenna systems, 157-159, 199
documentation, 226

outdoor wireless systems, verifying, 227
documenting

noise-reduction results, 262
RF site surveys, 124
test results, 245

downtilt, sector antennas, 168
drafting, preliminary network architecture, 88-89
drip loops, connections, waterproofing, 235
driven elements, antennas, 134

bidirectional-driven element radiation patterns, 135
lights, 134-137
multiple-driven element radiation patterns, 136

DSL interfaces, 187
DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum), 8, 115

modulation, 193-195
noise, minimizing, 254-257

duplex throughput, simplex throughput, compared, 195-196
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) servers. 

 

See

 

 DHCP
dynamic IP routing, 208

 

E

 

educational seminars, attending, 267
EIRP (Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power), 228
electromagnetic waves, 20
electron flow, 20
e-mail lists

joining, 267
resources, 302

emergencies, planning for, 272
encryption, AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), 207
end users, location mapping, network architecture, 79-80
equipment (wireless), 177

802.11b compatibility, 212
AP equipment, choosing, 215-216
broadband optical equipment, 284
CPE (customer premises equipment), 274
deployment sites, 179
environmental decisions, 218-221
Ethernet ports, 187
evolution of, 177
FCC certifications, 281-282
features, researching, 178
high-speed data ports, 187-188
interference reduction, 198-200
low-speed data ports, 187
market/cost considerations, 211
needless mixing, avoiding, 274
needs, reviewing, 178
NLOS (non line-of-sight) capabilities, 189, 285-286
noise reduction, 198-200
OSI reference model, 180-186
physical layer

security, 200-201
wired-interface feature options, 186-203

point-to-point architecture, upgrades, 65
sites, accessing, 128
TCP/IP reference model, 180-186
testing

labs, 179
outdoors, 179-180
safety, 179

Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) 
calculations, 228

Ethernet
converters, 204
ports, 187

e-zines, 301

 

F

 

F/B ratios, sector antennas, 168
facilities

point-to-multipoint architecture, cost, 70
point-to-point architecture, cost, 61

fade margin calculations, 52-53, 244, 275
FCC (Federal Communications Commission), 6

equipment certification, 281-282
establishment of, 7
inquiries, responding to, 282
licensing regulations, changes to, 287
lobbying, 282
power limits, 280
rules and regulations, documentation, 302
wireless licensing, history of, 5-8

feed systems
antennas, 170-172
cable types, 171
coax cable loss, 170
impedance, 170
power-handling capability, 171
size issues, 171
upper-frequency limits, 171

FHSS (Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum) 
modulation, 8, 194

noise, minimizing, 257
File Transfer Protocol (FTP), 184
filtering protocols, 206
firewalls, 210
fixed business markets, serving, 268
fixed residential markets, serving, 268
flashlight power ratios, 33-34
frames, 183-184
free space optical hardware, provider organizations, 295
free-space path loss, link budget, 50-51
free-space path loss (FSPL), 161
free-space waves, 25
frequencies

license-free frequency bands, 9, 190
2.4 GHz, 191
3.5 GHz, 192
5 GHz, 192

 

diversity antenna systems
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60 GHz, 193
900 MHz, 190

wireless waves, 20
frequency hopping, 7
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) 

modulation. 

 

See

 

 FHSS
frequency modulation, 7
frequency plans, 255

creating, 89
Fresnel zone clearance, 46-49

antennas, calculating, 94
FSPL (free-space path loss), 161
FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 184
functions

application layer, 184
data link layer, 185
network layer, 184
transport layer, 184

 

G

 

gains
antennas, 40
receiving antennas, 51

geographical coverage, cellular architecture, 73
governmental licensing regulations, changes to, 287
grounding

antennas, physical site surveys, 102-105
equipment, manufacturers, 297
mast-mounted antenna systems, 242
residence-mounted antenna systems, 242
rooftop-mounted antennas, 240-242
tower-mounted antenna systems, 241

grouping users, proximity, 82
guy wires, rooftop-mounted antennas, attaching, 237

 

H

 

hardware
access point hardware, provider organizations, 294
free space optical hardware, provider organizations, 

295
mounting hardware, provider organizations, 296
point-to-point architecture, cost, 61, 70
security hardware, provider organizations, 295
wireless hardware, provider organizations, 293-294
wireless hotspot hardware, provider organizations, 294

headings, compass headings, measuring, 88
height, antennas, physical site surveys, 101
heights, working with, safety issues, 13
helix antennas, 154-155
Hertz (Hz), 6, 20
high noise level, point-to-point architecture, 66
high radio-frequency (RF) environments, working in, 229
high-power transmitters, receiver performance, 286
high-reliability services, committing to, 269

high-speed data ports, 187-188
horizontal beamwidth, 42

sector antennas, 168
horizontal polarization, antennas, 142-143, 147
horizontal separation isolation, antenna systems, 162-

164
hot spots, broadband, 284
hotspot hardware, provider organizations, 294
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 182
hub sites

availability, confirming, 90
distances, measuring, 88
low-noise hub sites, point-to-point architecture, 64

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 182

 

I

 

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers), 
284

impedance, feed systems, 170
in-band noise sources, locating, 122-123
inputs (wireless), 172
inquiries, FCC, responding to, 282
inside wireless systems, mounting, 231
installation

antennas, mesh architecture, 77
collaboration, 226
installation personnel, safety training, 226
outdoor wireless systems

documentation verification, 227
preparing for, 225-227

point-to-multipoint architecture, cost, 71
point-to-point architecture, cost, 62
preplanning, 270
rooftop-mounted antennas, 232-243
tools, 227
tower-mounted antennas, 228-232

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 284
insurance, sites, requirements, 128
intelligence, wireless networking, 7
interference

amateur radio operators, dealing with, 280
cellular architecture, verification, 74
dealing with, 279
levels, minimizing, 251-263
minimizing, wireless systems, 263
out-of-band signals, 251
reducing, 133-148, 198-200, 250, 256, 260
sites, avoiding, 128

intermittent noise, 259
invisible wireless signals, making visible, 11
IP (Internet Protocol), 181
isolating antenna systems, 159-165, 173

cross-polarization isolation, 164
horizontal separation isolation, 162-164
noise reduction, 159-160
obstruction isolation, 164-165
vertical separation isolation, 161-162

 

isolating antenna systems
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J-L

 

jumpers (connecting cables), 172
laboratories, equipment, testing, 179
Lamar, Hedy, 7
LANs (local-area networks), 5
large and complex model, WISPs, 266
leases, sites

negotiating, 127-129
rates, 128

lenses, antennas, 138-139
licence-free spread spectrum signaling, 8-9
licence-free wireless networking, 5-12

 

See also

 

 wireless networks
licensed backbones, license-free backbones, compared, 214
licensed backhauls, using, 273
licensed wireless systems, interference, minimizing, 263
license-free backbones, licensed backbones, compared, 214
license-free frequency bands, 190

2.4 GHz, 191
3.5 GHz, 192
5 GHz, 192
60 GHz, 193
900 MHz, 190

license-free wireless networks
advantages, 9-10
challenges of, 11-16
frequencies, 9

licensing, regulations, changes to, 287
lightning protection, 240-242

antennas, providing, 103
wireless antennas, 14

lightning-protection equipment, manufacturers, 297
lights, antennas, 134-137
limited spectrum, cellular architecture, re-using, 74
line-of-sight (LOS) paths. 

 

See

 

 LOS
link budget

free-space path loss, 50-51
transmitter antenna system transmission line loss, 50
transmitter output power, 50
transmitting antenna gain, 50

links
budget, 50-51
distance, doubling, 53
longer-than-normal links, point-to-point 

architecture, 65
planning, 53-55
point-to-multipoint wireless links, testing, 245
point-to-point wireless links, testing, 243

lobbying, FCC, 282
local-area networks (LANs), 5
location mapping, end users, network architecture, 79-80
longer-than-normal links

planning, 53-55
point-to-point architecture, 65

LOS (line-of-sight) paths, 93
inspecting, 89
mesh architecture, 76
point-to-multipoint architecture, determination, 70

point-to-point architecture, 60, 63
obtaining, 43-49
visual LOS paths, 43

low interference, cellular architecture, verification, 74
low-noise access point locations, sector antennas, 167
low-noise AP locations, selecting, 270-271
low-noise hub sites, point-to-point architecture, 64
low-speed data ports, 187

 

M

 

MAC addresses
ACLs (access control lists), 205
table size, 204

MAC sublayer features, data link layer, 205
manmade noise, 251
MANs (metropolitan area networks), 5
manufacturers

antenna systems, 296
coaxial cable, 296
grounding equipment, 297
lightning-protection equipment, 297
mounting hardware, 296
test equipment, 297
towers, 296

mapping
end user locations, network architecture, 79-80
topographic maps, purchasing, 80
using, 260

mast-mounted antenna systems
grounding, 242
raising, 237-239

IEEE 802.11 Handbook, 301
measuring

compass headings, 88
distances, hub sites, 88
fade margins, 275
throughput, 243, 276-277

mesh architecture, 75-76
advantages, 76-77
antennas, installation, 77
bandwidth, managing, 78
disadvantages, 78
evaluating, 86-88
LOS paths, 76
network design process, 77
routing redundancy, 77
usage, 78
wireless nodes, 78

metropolitan area networks (MANs), 5
microwave energy, working with, safety issues, 14
microwave radiation, dangers of, 229
microwave reflections, 26-28
mirrors, antennas, 137-138
mixing equipment, avoiding, 274
mobile markets, serving, 268
modulation, 193

amplitude modulation, 7

 

jumpers (connecting cables)
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DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum), 193-
195

FHSS (Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum) 
modulation, 194

frequency modulation, 7
OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing) modulation, 194
spread spectrum modulation, 7
wireless signals, 7

modulation types, 189, 193-195
mounting

antennas, physical site surveys, 102
inside wireless equipment, 231

mounting hardware, 173
manufacturers, 296

multipath fading, 199
multipath resistance, antennas, 147-148
multiple-driven elemtent radiation patterns, antennas, 136

 

N

 

narrowband FHSS signals, 194
NAT (Network Address Translation), 208
natural disasters, planning for, 272
natural noise, 251
nearby out-of-band noise sources, locating, 121
near-line-of-sight (NLOS), 70, 189
negotiating leases, sites, 127-129
NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturer’s 

Association), 234
Network Address Translation (NAT), 208
network architecture

cellular architecture, 71-75
advantages, 72-73
disadvantages, 74-75
evaluating, 84-86

choosing, 59-66
end users

availability confirmations, 90
location mapping, 79-80

hub sites, confirming, 90
mesh architecture, 75-76

advantages, 76-77
disadvantages, 78
evaluating, 86-88
usage, 78

point-to-multipoint architecture, 66-68
advantages, 68
disadvantages, 69-71
evaluating, 82-83

point-to-point architecture, 21-48, 52, 59-66, 100, 
104, 111-117, 125, 135-166, 173, 
181-183, 231-235, 250, 256, 260

appropriate usage, 65-66
disadvantages, 62-65
evaluating, 81

preliminary network architecture, drafting, 88-89

selecting, 21-52, 59, 67, 72, 76, 79-90, 100, 
104, 111-117, 125, 135-166, 173, 181-183, 231-
235, 250, 256, 260

site availability, confirming, 90
users, grouping by proximity, 82

network architecture flexibility, license-free wireless 
networks, advantages of, 10

network capacity, cellular architecture, 73
network design, application layer, 210
network design processes, mesh architecture, 77
network independence, license-free wireless networks, 

advantages of, 10
network layer

bandwidth, managing, 208
functions, 184
protocols, 184
QoS (Quality of Service), 209
roaming, 209
routing features, 207-208
security features, 209-210

network management system (NMS), 210-211
networks

community networks, 284
security, enhancing, 277-278
stable wireless networks, deploying, 273-275
throughput

managing, 275-277
measuring, 276-277

niche markets, serving, 267-268
NLOS (near-line-of-sight) equipment, 70, 189
NLOS (non-line-of-sight) equipment, 189, 285-286
NMS (network management system), application layer, 

210-211
nodes, mesh architecture, 78
noise

intermittent noise, 259
levels, minimizing, 251-263
locating, direction-finding techniques, 259-261
low-noise AP locations, selecting, 270-271
manmade noise, 251
minimizing

DSSS networks, 254-257
FHSS networks, 257
other networks, 257
out-of-band transmitters, 258

natural noise, 251
network performance, monitoring, 262
noise-reduction results, documenting, 262
receiver noise, 251
reducing, 146-147, 198-200

isolation, 159-160
SNR, variations, 258-259
steady noise, 259

noise figure, receivers, 202

 

noise figure
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O

 

obstruction isolation, antenna systems, 164-165
OC-3 (Optical Carrier 3) interfaces, 188
OC-12 (Optical Carrier 12) interfaces, 188
OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) 

modulation, 194
omnidirectional antennas, 149-150

point-to-point architecture, 60
online magazines, 301
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), 208
optical hardware, provider organizations, 295
orientation, sectors, sector antennas, 167
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 

modulation, 194
OSI reference model, 180-186

application layer, 184
data link layer, 185-186
frames, 183-184
network layer, 184
packets, 183-184
peer protocols, 182
services, 182-183
transport layer, 184

OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) routing protocol, 208
other networks, noise, minimizing, 257
outdoor wireless systems

installing
documentation verification, 227
preparations, 225-227

rooftop-mounted antenna systems, installing, 232-243
testing, 243-245
tower-mounted antenna systems, installing, 228-232

outdoors, equipment, testing, 179-180
out-of-band signals, interfernce, 251
out-of-band transmitters, noise, minimizing, 258
output power, 172

transmitters, 201

 

P

 

packets, 183-184
panel antennas, 153-154
parabolic reflector antennas, 153
parasitic arrays, antennas, 134
paths, testing, 127
pattern isolation loss, 162
peak-hold feature, spectrum analyzers, 114
peer protocols, 182
penny ratios, wireless power, 32-33
peripheral devices

antenna systems, 172
distributers, 298

personnel, safety training, 226
physical layer

security features, 200-201
wired-interface features, 186-203

physical site surveys
grounding, 102-105
height, 101
mounting, 102
placement, 99-101
pointing, 99

cables, routing, 98-99
controlled equipment environments, locating, 97
equipment-to-antenna distances, minimizing, 97-98
performing, 21-48, 52, 93-106, 135-166, 173, 250, 

256, 260
preliminary network design

reviewing, 94
revising, 105-106

preparing for, 96
roofs, surveying, 99
site management, contacting, 95

pigtails (connecting cables), 172
ping latency, monitoring, 262
placing antennas, physical site surveys, 99-101
PoE (Power-over-Ethernet), 203
point-to-multipoint architecture, 66-68

advantages, 68
antennas, selection, 69
bandwidth, managing, 69
cost, installation, 71
disadvantages, 69-71
evaluating, 82-83
facilities, cost, 70
hardware, initial cost, 70
LOS paths, determination, 70
low cost, 68
multiple point-to-multipoint architechtures, 

evaluating, 84
new technology testing, 68
scalability, 68
sectors, 68
site surveys, 70
support, 71
testing, 71
usage, 71

point-to-multipoint wireless links
testing, 245

point-to-point architecture, 21-66, 100, 104, 
111-117, 125, 135-166, 173, 181-183, 231-235, 250, 
256, 260

advantages, 59-62
antenna selection, 60
antennas

omnidirectional antennas, 60
system expansion, 63

appropriate usage, 65-66
backbone bandwidth, availability, 63
disadvantages, 62-65
equipment upgrades, 65
evaluating, 81
facility costs, 61
hardware costs, 61
high noise level, 66

 

obstruction isolation, antenna systems
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installation, costs, 62
longer-than-normal links, 65
LOS paths, 60

availability, 63
low-noise hub sites, 64
site surveys, 61-64
support, 62
testing, 62
two locations, 65

point-to-point wireless links, testing, 243
polarization, antennas, 140-145

circular polarization, 143-144
cost-effective deployment, 145-146
cross polarization, 144-145
horizontal polarization, 142-143
multipath resistance, 147-148
noise reduction, 146-147
sector antennas, 167
vertical polarization, 140-141

portable markets, serving, 268
power (wireless), 32-36

focusing, antennas, 133-148, 250, 256, 260
penny ratios, 32-33
power ratios, 33-34

power dividers, combined antenna systems, 156
power limits (FCC), 280
power lines, avoiding, antennas, 101
power ratios, wireless power, 33-34
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE), 203
precipitation, signal interference, 29-30
preliminary network design, physical site surveys

reviewing, 94
revising, 105-106

pricing, services, 269
propagation (wireless), 19-21
protocols

application layer, 184
data link layer, 185
filtering, 206
network layer, 184
peer protocols, 182
transport layer, 184

provider organizations
access point hardware, 294
antenna systems, 296
free space optical hardware, 295
security hardware, 295
wireless hardware, 293-294
wireless hotspot hardware, 294
wireless software, 298-299

proximity, users, grouping by, 82

 

Q-R

 

QoS (Quality of Service) network layer, 209
radiation patterns, antennas, 39-40
radio amateurs, becoming, 267

radio frequency (RF) site surveys. 

 

See

 

 RF
radios, smart radios, 200
radius, sector antennas, 167
rates, leases, sites, 128
ratios, 32
real-world obstacles, wireless networks, 11-12
real-world signal inspections, spectrum analyzers, 115-

118, 125
receivers

high-power transmitters, performance issues, 286
noise, 251
noise figure, 202
selectivity, 198
thresholds, 202

receiving antennas
gains, 51
sensitivity threshold, 52
transmission line loss, 51

redundant end user coverage, cellular architecture, 73
reflected waves, 25-28

microwave reflections, 26-28
sky waves, 25-26

reflectors, antennas, 137-138
refraction, signal interference, 30-31
reserving throughput, 277
residence-mounted antenna systems, grounding, 242
resources

community networks, 302
e-mail lists, 302
online magazines, 301
suggested reading, 300-301
user groups, 302

retransmission percentage, monitoring, 262
RF (radio frequency) site surveys, 107

802.11b access points, locating, 123
access point vunerability to noise, 120
coverage, testing, 127
criteria evaluation and conclusion, 124-126
documenting, 124
in-band noise sources, locating, 122-123
nearby out-of-band noise sources, locating, 121
paths, testing, 127
point-to-point architecture, 64
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), observing, 120
spectrum analyzers, 109-115

real-world signal inspection, 115-118, 125
substitutions, 124

test equipment, 108
RIP (Router Information Protocol), 184, 208
roaming

cellular architecture, 73
network layer, 209

roof-mounted antenna bases, building, 232-234
roofs, physical site surveys, 99
rooftop-mounted antenna systems

cabling, running, 239
grounding, 240-242
guy wires, attaching, 237

 

rooftop-mounted antenna systems
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installing, 232-243
lightning protection, 240-242
masts, raising, 237-239

route redundancy, mesh architecture, 77
routed WANs, bridged WANs, compared, 212-213
routing

cables, phyiscal site surveys, 98-99
dynamic IP routing, 208
network layer, 207-208
static IP routing, 208

Routing Information Protocol (RIP), 184, 208
running cabling, rooftop-mounted antennas, 239
runs, coaxial cable, 172

 

S

 

safety
equipment, testing, 179
training, installation personnel, 226
wireless networks, 13-16

SAs (spectrum analyzers), 259
scalability, point-to-multipoint architecture, 68
SEC (super Ethernet converter), 204
sector antenna systems, 163, 165-166

downtilt, 168
F/B ratios, 168
horizontal beamwidth, 168
low-noise access point location, 167
polarization, 167
sector orientations, 167
sector radius, 167
selecting, 167-169
vertical beamwidth, 168

sectors, point-to-multipoint architecture, 68
security

application layer, 211
authentication, 206
data link layer, 205-207
encryption, 207
enhancing, 277-278
firewalls, 210
network layer, 209-210
physical layer, 200-201
software, providers, 295

security hardware, provider organizations, 295
selectable polarization, antennas, 200
selectivity, signals, receivers, 198
sensitivity threshold, receiver antennas, 52
service organizations, 300
shared bandwidth, dedicated bandwidth, compared, 214
signals

atmospheric effects, 28-31
decibels (dBs), 272-273
diffraction, 28
Fresnal zone clearance, 46-49

interference
amateur radio operators, 280
levels, minimizing, 251-263
out-of-bound signals, 251

noise
direction-finding techniques, 259-261
documenting reduction results, 262
levels, minimizing, 251-263
manmade noise, 251
natural noise, 251
network performance, 262

selectivity, receivers, 198
SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio), 249-250, 256, 260

variations, 258-259
weather problems, 28-31

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

 

See

 

 SNR
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), 184
simplex throughput, duplex throughput, compared, 195-196
site management, contacting, physical site surveys, 95
site surveys

conducting, 273
performing, 93
physical site surveys

antenna direction, 99
antenna grounding, 102-105
antenna height, 101
antenna mounting, 102
antenna placement, 99-101
cable routing, 98-99
controlled equipment environments, 97
equipment-to-antenna distance, 97-98
performing, 21-52, 93-106, 135-166, 173, 

250, 256, 260
preliminary network design, 94, 105-106
preparing for, 96
roofs, 99
site management contacts, 95

point-to-multipoint architecture, 70
point-to-point architecture, 61-63

RF (radio frequency) site surveys, 64
RF (radio frequency) site surveys, 107

802.11b access points, 123
access point vunerability to noise, 120
coverage testing, 127
criteria evaluation and conclusion, 124-126
documenting, 124
in-band noise sources, 122-123
nearby out-of-band noise sources, 121
path testing, 127
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), 120
spectrum analyzers, 109-118, 124-125
test equipment, 108

sites
availability, confirming, 90
equipment, accessing, 128
insurance, requirements, 128
interference, avoiding, 128
leases

 

rooftop-mounted antenna systems
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negotiating, 127-129
rates, 128

towers, requirements, 129
work requirements, 129

sky waves, 25-26
small and simple model, WISPs, 265
small-office/home-office (SOHO) markets

serving, 268
smart antennas, 200
smart radios, 200
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), 184

SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), 249-250, 256, 260
monitoring directly, 262
observing, 120
variations, 258-259

software
security software, providers, 295
wireless software, 298-299

SOM (system-operating margin), 52
Spanning Tree Protocol, 204
spectrum analyzers

band of frequencies, inspecting, 110-112
input, 109
output, 109
peak-hold feature, 114
RF site surveys, 109-115

real-world signal inspection, 115-118, 125
signals, detecting, 116
substitutions, 124
three-signal spectrum analyzer coverage, display, 

112
wireless protocol analyzers, compared, 108

spectrum analyzers (SAs), 259
spillover, antennas, 41
spread spectrum modulation, 7
spread spectrum signaling, licence-free spread spectrum 

signaling, 8-9
stable wireless networks, deploying, 273-275
static IP routing, 208
steady noise, 259
sub-1 Mbps data rates, 197
suggested reading, 300-301
super Ethernet converter (SEC), 204
support

point-to-multipoint architecture, 71
point-to-point architecture, 62

switching, 204
turnaround time, 205

system-operating margin (SOM), 52

 

T

 

T1/E1 interfaces, 188
T3/E3 interfaces, 188
table sizes, MAC addresses, 204

tagging, VLANs (virtual LANs), 205
talkback/order wire interfaces, 188
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), 181
TCP/IP reference model, 180-186

application layer, 184
data link layer, 185-186
frames, 183-184
network layer, 184
packets, 183-184
peer protocols, 182
services, 182-183
transport layer, 184

Telnet, 184
test equipment

manufacturers, 297
RF (radio frequency) site surveys, 108

test techniques, 226
testing

cellular architecture, 75
coverage, 127
documenting, 245
equipment

labs, 179
outdoors, 179-180
safety, 179

paths, 127
point-to-multipoint architecture, 71
point-to-point architecture, 62
wireless systems, 243-245

three-signal spectrum analyzer coverage display, 112
thresholds, receivers, 202
throughput, 195-198

bandwidth, differentiating between, 268
data rate, compared, 195-196
managing, 275-277
measuring, 243, 276-277
reserving, 277

tools, installations, 227
topographic maps, purchasing, 80
tower companies, cost considerations, 286
tower-mounted antenna systems

grounding, 241
installing, 228-232

towers
managing, 95
manufacturers, 296
requirements, 129

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), 181
transmission line loss, receiver antennas, 51
transmitter antenna system transmission line loss

link budget, 50
transmitter output power, link budget, 50
transmitters

configurable power control, 201
high-power transmitters, receiver performance, 286
out-of-band transmitters, noise reduction, 258
output power, 201

transmitting antenna gain, link budget, 50

 

transmitting antenna gain, link budget
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transport layer
functions, 184
protocols, 184

trends, anticipating, 282
triangulation, antennas, 260
Triple DES (3DES), 207
turnaround time, switching, 205

 

U-V

 

UDP (User Datagram Protocol), 184
upper frequency limits, feed systems, 171
user groups, resources, 302
users, grouping, proximity, 82
vertical beamwidth, 43

sector antennas, 168
vertical polarization, antennas, 140-141
vertical separation isolation, antenna systems, 

161-162
vertically polarized omnidirectional antennas, 145
virtual private networks (VPNs), 210
visual LOS paths, 43

wireless LOS paths, compared, 44
VLANs (virtual LANs), tagging, 205
VoIP (Voices over Internet Protocol), 188
VPNs (virtual private networks), 210

 

W-X-Y-Z

 

WANs (wide-area networks), 5-9
bridged WANs, 212-213
LOS (line-of-sight) paths, obtaining, 43-49
routed WANs, 212-213

wireless frequncies, 20
wireless power, 32-36
wireless propagation, 19-21
wireless WANs, 5-9
wireless wavelength, 21-22

waterproofing, connections, 235-236
wavelength, 21-22
waves

electromagnetic waves, 20
free-space waves, 25
frequencies, 20
reflected waves, 25-28

microwave reflections, 26-28
sky waves, 25-26

wireless wavelength, 21-22
WCAI (Wireless Communications Association 

International), 301
weather problems, signals, 28-31
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), 278
wide-area networks (WANs). 

 

See

 

 WANs
wideband FHSS signals, 194

wind, signal interference, 30
wired backbones, wireless backbones, compared, 214
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), 278
wired networks, wireless networks, compared, 3-4
wired-interface feature options, physical layer, 

186-203
wireless 802.11b cards, 217
wireless antennas

lightning protection, 14
safety issues, 13-16

wireless backbones, wired backbones, compared, 214
Wireless Communications Association International 

(WCAI), 301
wireless equipment, environmental decisions, 

218-221
wireless hardware, provider organizations, 293-294
wireless hotspot hardware, provider organizations, 294
wireless Internet service providers (WISPs). 

 

See

 

 WISPs
wireless licensing, 5-8
wireless link budget calculations, 49-53
wireless LOS (line-of-sight) paths, 

obtaining, 43-49
compared, 44

wireless networks, 11-12

 

See also

 

 license-free wireless networks
available bandwidth, maximizing, 13-16
broadband, 4
intelligence, 7
license-free wireless networks, 5-9
real-world obstacles, 11-12
WANs (wide-area networks), 5-9
wired netowrks, compared, 3-4
working with, safety issues, 13-16

wireless nodes, mesh architecture, 78
wireless power

penny ratios, 32-33
power ratios, 33-34

wireless propagation, 19-21
wireless protocol analyzers, spectrum analyzers, 

compared, 108
wireless signals, modulation, 7
wireless software, 298-299
wireless standards, 289-290
wireless systems, testing, 243-245
WISPA (Wireless Internet Service Providers 

Association), 301
WISPs (wireless Internet service providers), 265, 294

industry organizations, 301
interference, dealing with, 279
large and complex model, 266
locating, 302
niche markets, serving, 267-268
small and simple model, 265
success, planning for, 265-270
visiting, 267

work requirements, sites, 129
Yagi-Uda antennas, 151

 

transport layer
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